Case study – Pharmacity.vn
Context
Pharmacity is a vision-driven company with a goal to reach 1,000 pharmacies by 2021. The largest Pharmacy
chain in Vietnam also aims to build a top-class digital experience for their 3 million users and growing, providing
a trusted healthcare experience true to their values. Towards this goal to improve their digital presence and
grow their online business, Pique was recruited to transform the important Search & Recommendations features.

Working with Pique
Assessment
From our initial assessment, it was clear that Search played a pivotal role in Pharmacity customers’ navigation of
the site, both on desktop and mobile. With the legacy service feeling slow and unintuitive, the team was
determined to transform it to combine accuracy, speed, and convenience.

Heatmap showing vast majority of homepage clicks on Search
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Search
Pique’s Search solution was tuned specifically to the behaviors of Pharmacity customers, including searching for
ingredients, onset symptoms, or common mistyping of difficult medication names in English. Like talking to a
pharmacist in person, users now can search seamlessly and receive the most relevant results in real time.
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Category suggestion was also a much-welcomed
addition to Pharmacity’s search bar, allowing users
to very quickly filter to what they are looking for in
just one single screen.

Search results
Together these changes led to significant digital engagement improvement, across number of searches, add to
cart rate, and average cart size.

▲ 250%

▲ 45%

▲ 21%

Daily search queries

Add to cart rate

Average cart size
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Recommendations
Product recommendations was the
next area to transform, starting with
an

experience

where

users

are

presented a selected set of similar
items to consider and help find
relevant products quickly.
Pique’s AI recommends similar items
effectively based on multiple factors
(usage, ingredient, price, brands, etc).
This service eliminates the legacy
process of assigning similar items
manually,

massively

boosting

accuracy and, at the same time,
reducing human efforts.

Recommendation results
The product recommendation service dramatically increased relevancy and thereby add to cart rates and average
cart sizes.

▲ 190%

▲ 47%

Add to cart rate

Average cart size
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Insights
For ongoing improvements, Pharmacity and Pique meet every two weeks to discuss service performance and
identify opportunities to optimize.
Furthermore, these catch-ups prove a great asset in enabling meaningful cross-department conversations. For
example, Search insights uncover products that are highly sought after (frequently searched) but products are
not yet available (no click), providing great merchandizing inputs to the Commercial Trading team.

Snapshot from customized performance dashboard

Looking Ahead
Pique and Pharmacity are committed to driving this partnership with even more opportunities to bring added
value to their millions of users. The teams look to bring Search & Recommendations into their new app, as well
as implementing more algorithms such as Trending & Frequently Bought Together.
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